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Abstract

Universal domain adaptation (UniDA) is the unsuper-
vised domain adaptation with label shift. UniDA aims to
classify unlabeled target samples into one of the “known”
categories or into a single “unknown” category. Its main
challenge lies in detecting private classes from both do-
mains and performing alignment between the common
classes. Current methods employ various techniques and
loss functions to address these challenges. However, these
methods commonly represent classifiers as point weight
vectors, which are prone to overfitting by the source do-
main samples due to the lack of supervision from the tar-
get domain. Consequently, these classifiers struggle to sep-
arate target samples into known and unknown categories
effectively. To address this, we introduce a novel frame-
work called Stochastic Binary Network for Universal Do-
main Adaptation (STUN). STUN uses a Stochastic binary
classifier for each class, whose weight is modeled as Gaus-
sian distribution, enabling to sample an arbitrary number
of classifiers while keeping the model size same as of two
classifiers. Consistency between these sampled classifiers
is used to derive the confidence scores for both source and
target samples, which facilitates the alignment of common
classes using weighted adversarial learning. Finally, we
use deep discriminative clustering to formulate a loss func-
tion for solving the problem of fragmented feature distri-
butions in the target domain. Extensive ablation studies
and state-of-the-art results across three standard bench-
mark datasets show the efficacy of our framework.

1. Introduction
Unsupervised domain adaptation (UDA) [45] mitigates

domain shifts by transferring the knowledge from labeled
source data (i.e. source domain) to unlabeled target data
(i.e. target domain). Nevertheless, conventional UDA tech-
niques [13,25,37] excel only when the source and target do-
mains share the same label space. Recognizing this limita-
tion, recent works introduced domain adaptation strategies

that consider both domain and category shifts. Open-set do-
main adaptation (ODA) [29] assumes the presence of target-
private classes, while Partial domain adaptation (PDA) [4]
deals with the situation of source-private classes. However,
these approaches are misaligned with real-world challenges,
where the differences in label spaces between domains are
unknown in advance. To address this, Universal Domain
Adaptation (UniDA) [51] has emerged, aiming to accom-
modate various category shift scenarios and to classify tar-
get samples into either one of the correct known classes or
an unknown class.

The primary hurdle for UniDA lies in accurately detect-
ing unknown samples while effectively transferring domain
knowledge from the source to the target domain. For de-
tecting unknowns, some prior works [12, 51] use manually
set thresholds to reject a specific portion of target sam-
ples. While these methods achieve significant advance-
ments, they encounter two primary concerns: 1) Distinct
datasets require distinct thresholds, leading to complexities
in establishing generic detection criteria; 2) Lack of super-
vision from target samples causes detection criteria to be
overfitted from source samples, which can be more severe
in UniDA due to the coexistence of both domain and label
shifts. The first concern is efficiently handled by threshold-
free methods [18, 35], which allows the model to learn
the classification boundaries for automatically detecting pri-
vate samples. However, the second problem is still under-
explored in UniDA literature, where methods still rely on
the output of one or two classifiers for classifying target
samples. This reliance often results in suboptimal perfor-
mance due to the classifier’s tendency to overfit on source
samples. Ensemble learning [10] can be the simplest way
to tackle this, where we can use distinct classifiers during
training which can reduce prediction variance, consequently
mitigating issues of overfitting. However, directly adding
classifiers will not only increase the model size but also lead
to longer training and testing times, which is an undesirable
outcome. An intuitive approach to address this challenge
involves treating the classifier weight as a random variable
and define a distribution for it. Subsequently, we can draw
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samples from this distribution to obtain various distinct yet
plausible classifiers, without causing substantial increases
in model size or training time. Motivated by this, we intro-
duce a novel framework titled Stochastic Binary Network
for Universal Domain Adaptation (STUN).

STUN utilizes stochastic classifiers [26] where classifier
weights are represented by Gaussian distribution N (µ,Σ).
Mean vector (µ) and diagonal covariance matrix (Σ) serve
as distribution parameters that can be fine-tuned during the
training process. Concretely, STUN uses stochastic binary
network (SBN) consisting of |Cs| stochastic binary classi-
fiers, where |Cs| represents the number of classes in the
source domain. We introduce |Cs| binary classifiers instead
of a single multi-class classifier in our framework due to
their capability of efficiently learning unknown space with-
out any threshold [35]. Training with different sampled
SBN enables us to learn a generalized mean vector (µ) that
serves as the final classifier weight during inference. To
avoid negative knowledge transfer due to label shift, we
propose a novel confidence score estimation technique to
find the confidence scores for source and target samples us-
ing consistency between the outputs of sampled stochas-
tic binary networks. These scores enable common class
alignment during adversarial learning [52] by giving higher
weights to the samples belonging to the shared classes
across domains. Although weighted adversarial learning
encourages the separation of “known” and “unknown” data
samples, the problem of fragmented distributions in the tar-
get domain can still exist. Hence, most domain adaptation
works [18, 23, 24] use standard FixMatch loss [39] for con-
structing compact clusters. However, FixMatch does not
consider the overall feature structure in the target domain
and does not enforce any cluster size balance, which is es-
sential in UniDA because of the absence of prior informa-
tion about the target domain due to label shift. Hence, dif-
ferent from existing works, we incorporate deep discrimina-
tive clustering (DDC) [15] in our framework to formulate a
loss function that enforces the structural regularization and
enables learning of compact clusters in the target domain.

Our main contributions can be summarized as follows:
(1) We approach the UniDA problem from a novel perspec-
tive, i.e. treating classifier weight as a distribution rather
than a point weight vector for learning a generalized clas-
sifier by implicitly solving the overfitting issue from source
samples. (2) We propose a novel confidence score estima-
tion technique to efficiently distinguish between common
and private classes samples. (3) To the best of our knowl-
edge, our work is the first attempt to utilize deep discrimina-
tive clustering framework in UniDA for efficiently solving
the issue of fragmented distributions in the target domain.
(4) State-of-the-art results on three benchmark datasets con-
taining diverse category shifts under the open-set and uni-
versal domain adaptation scenarios demonstrate the superi-

ority of our framework. Notably, in the most challenging
UniDA scenario, STUN exhibits a boost of 8.5% in H-score
on the large-scale VisDA [31] dataset.

2. Related works
Universal domain adaptation. Universal domain adap-

tation (UniDA) is a challenging domain adaptation tech-
nique that assumes no prior knowledge about the relation-
ship between source and target label spaces. UAN [51] first
introduces the problem of UniDA and proposes an uncer-
tainty mechanism for solving it. CMU [12] further im-
proves the uncertainty mechanism by using three quanti-
ties, namely entropy, confidence, and consistency together.
ROS [3] uses the self-supervision task of image rotation for
domain alignment and known/unknown separation. Further,
DCC [23] tackle the UniDA from a new perspective by dif-
ferentiating private samples into different clusters instead of
treating them as a whole. Recently, CPR [18] used a recip-
rocal classifier [5, 6] for detecting unknown target samples
and solving UniDA. But, all these works follow the com-
mon approach of relying on the predictions of one or two
classifiers making their predictions unreliable and biased to-
wards the source domain. We tackle this issue efficiently by
introducing stochastic classifiers [26] in our framework.

Stochastic classifiers. Bayesian Neural Networks [27]
treats weights as variables, and the process of training es-
timates a marginal distribution that best fits the provided
data. Similarly, in stochastic classifiers [26], weights are
modeled by a multivariate Gaussian distribution whose pa-
rameters are jointly optimized during training. Numerous
vision problems have recently been solved using stochastic
classifiers. For example, S3C [21] uses stochastic classifiers
for few-shot class incremental learning [49], and STOCO
[40] uses consensus of them for SSL [43]. In our work, we
use a network of stochastic binary classifiers to solve uni-
versal domain adaptation by exploiting the consistency be-
tween them for common class alignment and private class
detection.

3. Methodology
Notations: In UniDA, we are provided with a labeled

source domain, denoted as Ds = (xs
i , y

s
i )

Ns

i=1, consisting of
Ns labeled source samples. Additionally, we have an unla-
beled target domain, denoted as Dt = (xt

i)
Nt

i=1, containing
Nt unlabeled target samples. Similarly, D̄t = (A(xt

i))
Nt

i=1

denotes the strongly augmented data from the target do-
main, where A represents the RandAugment [7] as a strong
augmentation technique. Let Cs and Ct denote the source
and target label set. The label set shared across domains is
denoted as C = Cs ∩ Ct and the private label sets for the
source and target domains are denoted as Cs = Cs − C and
Ct = Ct − C respectively.
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Figure 1. Illustration of the proposed STUN framework: Overall model consists of a feature extractor (F), stochastic binary network (SBN),
and an adversarial domain discriminator (D). Hard negative classifier sampling (Sec. 3.2) is used for efficient training with source samples.
The proposed confidence score estimation technique (Sec. 3.3) calculates robust confidence scores for source and target samples. Weighted
adversarial learning is introduced for common class alignment between source and target domain (Sec. 3.4). Consistency regularization is
used for learning compact feature distributions in the target domain via deep discriminative clustering (Sec. 3.5).

Basic framework: Fig. 1 provides a basic overview of
our method, which comprises three main components: (a)
Feature extractor (F), which maps the input images x to
features f : f = F(x); (b) Stochastic binary network (SBN)
consisting of |Cs| binary classifiers sampled from a Gaus-
sian distribution N (µ,Σ); (c) Adversarial domain discrim-
inator (D), which is used for common-class alignment.

3.1. Stochastic classifiers

Current UniDA works [3,12,18,35,38] use conventional
classifiers, where weights are treated as point estimates and
optimized during training. However, the classifier trained in
this way can be easily overfitted by the source domain data,
which results in suboptimal decision boundaries that cause
negative transfer (i.e. assigning private target samples to the
source classes with high certainty). To rectify this, we have
used stochastic classifiers in our framework.

In stochastic classifier [26], we treat the classifier weight
vector as a random variable and use multivariate Gaussian
distribution N (µ,Σ) with mean vector µ (after flattening
the weight matrix) and diagonal covariance matrix Σ for

modeling this. The mean (µ) can act as the final classifier
weight during inference time, while the covariance matrix
(Σ) represents inter-classifier discrepancy. So now, when-
ever we need a classifier, we can sample it from N (µ,Σ),
and the loss can be backpropagated to the learnable parame-
ters µ and Σ. However, due to the non-differentiable nature
of the sampling process, conventional end-to-training is not
possible. Hence, we use reparametrisation trick [26] which
can be written as: ϕ = µ+ ϵ⊙ σ. Here, ϵ represents a sam-
ple drawn from N (µ,Σ), σ represents diagonal of Σ and ⊙
denotes the element-wise dot product between them. Now,
we can do conventional end-to-training with ϕ as classifier
weight.

Hence, our model can be trained with different classifiers
in each iteration, enabling the learning of a generalizable
weight vector (µ) that can be used to split target samples
into known and unknown categories efficiently.

3.2. Hard negative classifier sampling

Unlike the tradition of using multi-class classifiers in
UniDA, we introduce stochastic binary network (SBN) in
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Figure 2. Overview of one-vs-all loss, entropy minimization loss,
and confidence scores estimation: To illustrate these concepts, we
consider a scenario with three classes and use Lbce to represent bi-
nary cross-entropy loss. In outputs of stochastic binary network, 0
and 1 index represents probability of outlier and inlier respectively.
Top: (a) Shows the one-vs-all loss [Eq. (1)] calculation for source
sample with label ys

i = 2; (b) Shows the calculation of entropy
minimization loss [Eq. (2)] for target samples. Bottom: Demon-
strates the proposed confidence scores estimation technique for
source and target samples [Sec. 3.3]. For ease of visualization,
the number of sampled classifiers (m) is taken as 2.

our framework. SBN consists of |Cs| binary classifiers, one
for each source domain class whose weights are sampled
from a Gaussian distribution. Each binary classifier outputs
a 2-dimensional vector denoting the probability of a sam-
ple being an outlier and inlier, respectively. For each source
sample, the class corresponding to the given label is consid-
ered positive, and all other classes are considered negative.
So, we train a binary classifier corresponding to the positive
class to predict input as inlier. Now, a question arises of how
to train classifiers belonging to negative classes? One sim-
ple approach is to train all classifiers of negative classes to
predict input as an outlier. But, this approach suffers from 2
major drawbacks: (i) As shown in [28], decision boundary
learned by classifiers trained in this way will not be effective
with large number of classes, which can cause them to clas-
sify many unknown samples as known samples. (ii) training
all |Cs| classifiers for each sample is both time-consuming
and compute-intensive. Hence, we use hard negative classi-

fier sampling (HNCS) [35] in our framework.
In HNCS, for each sample, only 2 classifiers belonging

to the positive and the hard negative class will be trained.
Hard negative class denotes the negative class which is very
similar to the positive class. By training the corresponding
classifier, we will be able to learn the discriminative deci-
sion boundaries among classes efficiently. Let, p

(
ŷk|x

)
de-

note the output probability that the input x is an inlier for
class k. Now, for the source samples, we introduce one-vs-
all loss [35] which can be written as:

Lova (x
s, ys) = − log(p(ŷy

s

|xs))− min
j ̸=ys

log(1− p(ŷj |xs))

(1)
In this, the first part computes the loss for a positive class,
while the later part computes the loss for a hard negative
class. For the target domain samples, we use open-set en-
tropy minimization [35], in which we compute the entropy
of all the binary classifiers of our stochastic binary network,
and estimate the average and then train the model to mini-
mize this. It can be written as follows:

Lent

(
xt
)
=−

|Cs|∑
j=1

(
p
(
ŷj | xt

)
log

(
p
(
ŷj | xt

))
+
(
1− p

(
ŷj | xt

))
log

(
1− p

(
ŷj | xt

)))
(2)

Minimizing Eq. (2) enhances the low-density separation
in the target domain and helps in partially aligning known
target samples to the source samples while keeping un-
known samples as unknown. This unique capability is fa-
cilitated by using binary classifiers, which incorporate the
concept of an “unknown” category, unlike multi-class clas-
sifiers that tend to forcibly align target samples to one of the
source classes through entropy minimization. The calcula-
tion of Lova and Lent are depicted at the top of Fig. 2.

3.3. Confidence score estimation

Current UniDA works [3, 12, 18, 22, 23, 38, 51] use the
output of one classifier for finding uncertainty scores (e.g.
confidence, entropy and domain similarity) to exclude a
specific portion of target samples. However, relying on only
one classifier output results in unsatisfactory performance.
Hence, motivated by the idea of co-training [2] and tri-
training [53] some domain adaptation works [20,35,36,48]
use consensus of two or three diverse classifiers for getting
more reliable results. But, one important question to ask is:
why to stop at two, when the “wisdom of the crowd” princi-
ple suggests that more number of classifiers results into bet-
ter performance in general. However, as shown in [26], the
optimal number of classifiers is mostly task-specific. More-
over, simply adding classifiers into the model will not only
increase computation time but also linearly increase the pa-
rameters of the model, which again causes the risk of over-
fitting. To tackle this, we use stochastic classifier [26] where
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we can add approximately infinite number of classifiers into
our model for making reliable decisions without increasing
computation time and model parameters. To this end, we
propose a novel confidence score estimation technique for
target and source samples based on the consensus of m sam-
pled stochastic binary networks.

Given a sample, confidence score will be calculated in
four steps: (i) m stochastic binary networks (SBN) are sam-
pled from distribution N (µ,Σ). Due to the random and
independent sampling, obtained SBN will be different en-
abling the robust confidence score estimation; (ii) Sample
will be passed through each stochastic binary network to
generate m independent |Cs| × 2 dimensional outputs; (iii)
Average operation is performed to generate final output for
a given sample; (iv) Confidence score will be calculated by
taking maximum inlier probability of the final output. The
confidence score for i-th source and target sample is denoted
by csi and cti respectively. The bottom of Fig. 2 illustrates
the calculation of these confidence scores with m=2.

The proposed technique is based on consistency among
networks and gives a high score to the samples for which all
m sampled networks are confident for the same class. Thus,
the samples exhibiting larger scores will most likely belong
to the common classes (C) because the likelihood that all
networks will commit the same mistake of considering the
sample as inlier with high probability is very minimal.

3.4. Weighted adversarial learning

Adversarial learning [25, 41, 52] has been proven to be
a powerful technique for reducing feature discrepancy and
discovering invariant representations in domain adaptation.
Nonetheless, due to the label shift in UniDA, incorporating
adversarial learning directly into our framework would re-
sult in significant negative transfer, which could lead to the
alignment of target private classes with the source classes.
To rectify this, we introduce adversarial learning weighted
by confidence scores (c.f. Sec. 3.3) for common class align-
ment. Weighted adversarial learning loss can be written as:

Ladv

(
cs, ct, xs, xt

)
=− Exs

i∼Dsc
s
i log [D (F (xs

i ))]

− Ext
j∼Dt

ctj log
[
1−D

(
F
(
xt
j

))]
(3)

It contains a feature extractor (F) and adversarial domain
discriminator (D), where D aims to differentiate the source
domain from the target domain, while the F tries to learn
the domain invariant representations to fool the D. Sam-
ples attributed to the private classes will exhibit lower con-
fidence scores (cs, ct). Therefore, by incorporating these
confidence scores into the adversarial learning, we can mit-
igate negative transfer resulting from samples belonging to
the private classes. Finally, to optimize F and D in an end-
to-end manner, we utilize the gradient reversal layer [14] to
reverse the gradient between F and D.

3.5. Consistency regularization via deep discrimi-
native clustering

Consistency regularization [1, 39, 47] is a powerful
solution for learning compact representations in semi-
supervised learning [43], and FixMatch [39] is one of the
representative of this. FixMatch promotes compact clusters
by using the confident predictions of weakly augmented un-
labeled data as the pseudo-labels for strongly augmented
unlabeled data predictions. Let α and A denote the weak
and strong augmentation, respectively. Similarly, pti and
p̄ti denote the predicted probability output for ith unlabeled
data using weak and strong augmentation, respectively. Us-
ing standard cross-entropy (H), FixMatch loss on unlabeled
data can be written as:

Lcons(α(x
t),A(xt)) =

1

Nt

Nt∑
i=1

I
[
max pti ≥ τ

]
H(p̄ti, ŷi),

(4)
where, ŷi = argmax(pti) and τ is the confidence thresh-
old. However, we found two major problems on directly
applying it in our framework. First, confident predictions
are calculated using the output of only one classifier, which
might lead to sub-optimal performance. Second, simply us-
ing hard labels will not enhance cluster size balance, which
is crucial in UniDA due to the absence of prior information
about the target distribution. The first problem we tackle
by using robust confidence scores (c.f. Sec. 3.3) for se-
lecting the target data. While, the second problem is ad-
dressed by using deep discriminative clustering [15, 19, 46]
framework. It introduces auxiliary distribution (i.e. soft la-
bel) by considering the overall feature structure in the tar-
get domain, which enforces structural regularization that
leads to implicit discrimination in the target domain. Let,
P t = {pti}

Nt

i=1 denotes the collective predicted probabil-
ity outputs for target data. Then the auxiliary distribution
Qt = {qti}

Nt

i=1 for the same can be obtained by optimizing
the following objective:

min
Qt

KL(Qt || P t) + KL(ϱt || u), (5)

where, ϱt = 1/Nt

∑Nt

i=1 q
t
i and u denotes the uniform dis-

tribution. The first term in Eq. (5) minimizes the KL diver-
gence between probability distributions P t and Qt, which
prevents the auxiliary distribution (Qt) from deviating ex-
cessively from the original distribution (P t). The second
term minimizes the KL divergence between ϱt and π, which
helps to achieve cluster size balance by avoiding degenerate
solutions caused due to cluster merging. The closed form
solution for Qt is derived by [15] and can be written as:

qti,k =
pti,k/

(∑Nt

i′=1 p
t
i′,k

) 1
2

∑K
k′=1 p

t
i,k′/

(∑Nt

i′=1 p
t
i′,k′

) 1
2

, (6)
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Figure 3. (a) Analysis of the importance of confidence scores in adversarial learning on all three datasets under UniDA setting. (b) Studying
the effectiveness of deep discriminative clustering (DDC) using Office-31 dataset under UniDA setting. (c) Comparison with baselines on
varying the number of target private classes (Ct) using UniDA setting for the OfficeHome dataset.

where, pti,k denotes the kth output of pti for ith target in-
stance. However, the above solution is valid for a multi-
class classifier. Hence, we formulated an extended form of
Eq. (6) for our stochastic binary network as:

qti,j,k =
pti,j,k/

(∑Nt

i′=1 p
t
i′,j,k

) 1
2

∑1
j′=0 p

t
i,j′,k/

(∑Nt

i′=1 p
t
i′,j′,k

) 1
2

, (7)

where, pti,j,k denotes the jth output of kth binary classifier
for ith target instance, with i ∈ {1, N t}, j ∈ {0, 1} and k ∈
{0, |Cs| − 1}. Finally, an improved formulation of Eq. (4)
using generated auxiliary distribution (Qt) as the soft la-
bels for predictions of strongly augmented target data can
be written as:

Lcons(x
t,A(xt)) =

1

Nt

Nt∑
i=1

I
[
cti ≥ τ

]
H̄(p̄ti, q

t
i). (8)

where, cti is the confidence score for ith target instance and
H̄ represents a modified version of standard cross-entropy
that will calculate cross-entropy between the correspond-
ing outputs of each binary classifiers of p̄ti and qti and re-
turn their average. We exclude the target private samples
in loss calculation by using confidence scores (cti) with a
threshold (τ ). This accounts for their potential label incon-
sistency in neighboring data due to the use of a single un-
known class for representing all the target private classes in
both UniDA and ODA. The obtained loss Lcons Eq. (8) en-
ables our framework to efficiently learn compact clusters by
considering the overall structure of the target domain.

3.6. Overall objective

The model is jointly optimized using one-vs-all loss Lova
Eq. (1), entropy minimization loss Lent Eq. (2), weighted
adversarial learning loss Ladv Eq. (3) and consistency reg-
ularization loss Lcons Eq. (8). Thus, our overall objective is
computed as follows:

Lall = Lova + λ1Lent + λ2Ladv + λ3Lcons . (9)

During the test phase, we utilize the trained µ as the final
classifier weight. Now, if the maximum inlier probability of
a target sample is greater than or equal to 0.5, it is classified
as a known sample and is assigned the corresponding class.
Otherwise, it is classified as an unknown sample.

4. Experiments

Datasets. We assess our model’s performance on three
widely used benchmark datasets. The Office-31 [33] dataset
contains approximately 4700 images distributed across 31
categories from three domains: Amazon (A), DSLR (D),
and Webcam (W). The OfficeHome [44] dataset is more ex-
tensive, with 15500 images spanning 65 categories across
four domains: Art (A), Clipart (C), Product (P), and Real
(R). Lastly, the VisDA [31] dataset is a challenging large-
scale dataset with 12 categories, consisting of about 150K
synthetic images in the source domain (S) and 50K real-
world images in the target domain (R). We follow prior
works [12,23] to split datasets into common categories (C),
source private categories (Cs) and target private categories
(Ct). We also show the category split (C/Cs/Ct) of the
dataset in all corresponding result tables.

Evaluation metric. Following prior works [12, 23, 35],
we evaluate our method using H-score. H-score is the har-
monic mean of accuracy on known classes (acck) and accu-
racy on unknown classes (accu). The H-score metric will be
high when both known and unknown accuracies are high.

Implementation. We conduct our experiments on single
NVIDIA GeForce RTX 3090 GPU using PyTorch [30]. Fol-
lowing previous works [12, 23, 35], we use ResNet50 [17]
pretrained on ImageNet [9] as our feature extractor. We re-
place the last layer of ResNet50 with a new linear classifi-
cation layer of stochastic classifier [26] and use m=10 for
confidence score estimation. Due to the use of binary clas-
sifiers, the value of τ is simply set to 0.5. Additional exper-
imental details and results are given in the supplementary.

Baselines. We compare our framework with state-of-
the-art UniDA baselines namely: UAN [51] , CMU [12],
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Table 1. H-score (%) results of each method in open-set domain adaptation (ODA) setting (best in red and second best in blue).

Method Office-31 (10/0/11) OfficeHome (25/0/40) VisDA
A2W A2D W2A W2D D2A D2W Avg A2C A2P A2R C2A C2P C2R P2A P2C P2R R2A R2C R2P Avg (6/0/6)

UAN 46.8 38.9 54.9 53.0 68.0 68.8 55.1 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.0 0.2 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.2 0.0 0.1 0.1 51.9
DCC 54.8 58.3 85.3 80.9 67.2 89.4 72.6 56.1 67.5 66.7 49.6 66.5 64.0 55.8 53.0 70.5 61.6 57.2 71.9 61.7 70.7

DANCE 78.8 84.9 68.3 88.9 79.1 78.8 79.8 61.9 61.3 63.7 64.2 58.6 62.6 67.4 61.0 65.5 65.9 61.3 64.2 63.0 67.5
ROS 71.7 65.8 82.0 98.2 87.2 94.8 83.3 60.1 69.3 76.5 58.9 65.2 68.6 60.6 56.3 74.4 68.8 60.4 75.7 66.2 50.1

OVANET 88.3 90.5 88.3 98.4 86.7 98.2 91.7 58.4 66.3 69.3 60.3 65.1 67.2 58.8 52.4 68.7 67.6 58.6 66.6 63.3 53.5
OVANET∗ 90.2 89.7 86.8 82.6 99.8 96.9 91.0 59.4 67.9 75.3 62.7 65.6 70.2 61.4 54.2 71.3 68.3 58.3 71.9 65.5 -

CPR 89.4 90.4 88.6 92.7 86.7 98.5 91.1 57.1 67.2 75.7 64.9 66.8 65.6 64.5 57.3 73.8 71.0 60.9 74.4 66.6 79.4
STUN 88.3 88.2 89.6 99.2 90.5 96.4 92.0 64.0 70.4 74.1 64.3 67.8 71.4 61.7 58.9 72.1 69.7 62.5 70.2 67.3 80.0

Table 2. H-score (%) results of each method in universal domain adaptation (UniDA) setting (best in red and second best in blue).

Method Office-31 (10/10/11) OfficeHome (10/5/50) VisDA
A2W A2D W2A W2D D2A D2W Avg A2C A2P A2R C2A C2P C2R P2A P2C P2R R2A R2C R2P Avg (6/3/3)

UAN 58.6 59.7 60.3 71.4 60.1 70.6 63.5 51.6 51.7 54.3 61.7 57.6 61.9 50.4 47.6 61.5 62.9 52.6 65.2 56.6 30.5
CMU 67.3 68.1 72.2 80.4 71.4 79.3 73.1 56.0 56.9 59.2 67.0 64.3 67.8 54.7 51.1 66.4 68.2 57.9 69.7 61.6 34.6

I-UAN 79.4 71.5 83.0 80.7 81.0 81.5 79.5 54.1 63.1 65.2 70.5 68.3 73.2 61.9 51.8 63.8 69.8 55.6 70.7 64.0 -
ROS 71.3 71.4 79.2 95.3 81.0 94.6 82.1 54.0 77.6 85.3 62.1 71.0 76.4 68.8 52.4 83.2 71.6 57.8 79.2 70.0 50.1

DANCE 71.5 78.6 72.2 87.9 79.9 91.4 80.3 61.0 60.4 64.9 65.7 58.8 61.8 73.1 61.2 66.6 67.7 62.4 63.7 63.9 42.8
DCC 78.5 88.5 75.9 88.6 70.2 79.3 80.2 58.0 54.1 58.0 74.6 70.6 77.5 64.3 73.6 74.9 81.0 75.1 80.4 70.2 43.0
PCL 80.5 82.8 65.7 93.5 68.7 78.8 78.3 52.9 71.7 84.5 70.8 72.9 82.1 66.8 43.8 84.2 76.4 84.2 76.5 70.3 -

OVANET 79.4 85.8 84.0 94.3 80.1 95.4 86.5 62.8 75.6 78.6 70.7 68.8 75.0 71.3 58.6 80.5 76.1 64.1 78.9 71.8 53.1
SNAIL 80.6 82.4 86.4 94.2 84.2 96.5 87.4 55.9 57.9 63.1 52.5 55.4 56.4 66.8 53.5 61.1 64.3 53.8 63.2 58.6 59.8

OVANET∗ 80.9 85.4 82.5 97.5 82.5 92.3 86.9 62.0 77.7 86.3 70.0 70.1 79.3 70.0 58.8 82.5 76.8 64.0 80.5 73.2 -
CPR 81.4 84.4 91.3 96.8 85.5 93.4 88.8 59.0 77.1 83.7 69.7 68.1 75.4 74.6 56.1 78.9 80.5 63.0 81.0 72.3 58.2

STUN 83.9 89.5 89.0 95.8 86.1 94.7 89.8 64.3 77.8 81.3 70.1 70.0 75.8 75.3 63.5 81.6 78.9 65.6 81.0 73.8 68.3

Table 3. Analysis of the significance of stochastic classifiers (SC)
using H-score (%) on Office-31 dataset under the UniDA setting.

Method A2W A2D W2A W2D D2A D2W Avg
STUN w/o SC 80.0 88.9 87.8 95.1 82.1 93.1 87.8

STUN 83.9 89.5 89.0 95.8 86.1 94.7 89.8

I-UAN [50] , ROS [3], DANCE [34], OVANET [35],
DCC [23], SPA [22], PCL [38], SNAIL [16] and CPR [18].
Since SPA is a plug-in method, we use OVANET∗ to rep-
resent OVANET+SPA. We are not comparing with recent
arXiv works like UniAM [54] and Deng et al. [8] be-
cause they have utilized large-scale pre-trained models (e.g.
CLIP [32] and ViT [11]), giving them an unfair advantage
over our work and other ResNet50-based baselines.

4.1. Main results

Results in Table 1 show that our method consistently
outperforms other baselines across all three datasets in the
ODA setting. Especially in challenging domain adaptation
scenarios such as A2C and R2C within the OfficeHome
dataset, other methods struggle to effectively align com-

mon classes, resulting in lower H-scores. In contrast, our
method consistently achieved higher scores even in these
complex situations. Similarly, results in Table 2 demon-
strate that our method achieves new state-of-the-art across
all three datasets in the most challenging UniDA setting. On
the large-scale VisDA dataset, our method gives 8.5% im-
provement in H-score. Collectively, superior results across
datasets showcase the stronger capability of our framework
in achieving common class alignment and private class de-
tection under the varied ODA and UniDA settings.

4.2. Ablation studies

Importance of stochastic classifiers. Table 3 illustrates
the significance of stochastic classifiers (SC) where a drop
of 2 % in overall H-score is observed on replacing stochas-
tic classifiers with conventional classifiers. Notably, this de-
cline remains consistent across all adaptation scenarios and
becomes more pronounced in complex adaptation settings
(e.g., A2W, D2A), exhibiting an almost 4% reduction.

Effect of Ladv and Lcons. In Table 4, we study the in-
dividual contributions of Ladv Eq. (3) and Lcons Eq. (8) by
removing one of them at a time. It is evident that the omis-
sion of either component leads to a reduction in the H-score.
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Table 4. Effect of Ladv and Lcons on H-score (%) for Office-31.

Method UniDA ODA
STUN w/o Lcons 81.0 88.8
STUN w/o Ladv 87.5 90.8

STUN w/o Lcons,Ladv 78.1 87.8
STUN 89.8 92.0

This effect is more pronounced in the challenging UniDA
context, where the removal of both Ladv and Lcons results
in a substantial decline of over 10%. This phenomenon is
attributed to the presence of both source and target private
classes within UniDA, which elevates the chances of frag-
mented clusters and alignment between shared and private
classes in the absence of Lcons and Ladv, respectively.

Significance of weighted adversarial learning. We in-
vestigate the importance of weighted adversarial learning
by removing confidence scores (i.e. cs, ct) from Eq. (3). As
depicted in Fig. 3a, it leads to a performance decline across
all datasets. Particularly in VisDA, which is a large-scale
challenging dataset significant drop of 40% can be seen.
These outcomes affirm the crucial role of generated confi-
dence scores in mitigating negative transfer by giving higher
weights to the samples belonging to the common classes
and lower weights to those belonging to private classes.

Effectiveness of DDC. We introduce deep discrimina-
tive clustering (DDC) in our framework to generate better
soft labels by considering the overall feature structure of
the target domain. We verify its effectiveness by replac-
ing soft labels generated by DDC (qti ) with soft labels pro-
duced by the classifier itself (pti) in Eq. (8). By doing this,
nearly 2% drop in H-score is observed from Fig. 3b. Im-
portantly, 5% of decline is observed in the mean accuracy
of known classes (acck), which occurs due to the relatively
less compact clusters in the target domain, which causes
various known samples to enter into the unknown class re-
gion. More details are in Sec. 3.3 of the supplementary.

Effect of varying degree of openness. In Fig. 3c, we
examine the behavior of CPR on varying degree of open-
ness. Following [35], we conduct the UniDA experiment
within the OfficeHome dataset by varying the number of tar-
get private classes (Ct) while keeping the number of com-
mon classes (C) and source private classes (Cs) constant.
Remarkably, our framework consistently outperforms other
baselines under the different values of Ct. Of particular
note, only a smaller drop of 1.4% in H-score is observed
on varying Ct from 5 to 50, which underscores the robust-
ness of our method on varying degrees of openness.

Varying the number of stochastic classifiers. We per-
formed a study in Table 5 to examine the performance of
STUN on varying the number of stochastic classifiers (m)
in the proposed confidence score estimation technique (c.f.
Sec. 3.3). The H-score increases with the growth of m when

Table 5. H-score (%) and time comparison (hours:minutes) upon
varying the number of stochastic classifiers (m) on “A2D” setting
of Office-31 dataset under UniDA scenario.

m 1 2 4 6 8 10 12 14
H-score 86.4 88.0 88.3 89.0 89.2 89.5 88.0 87.9

Time 1:25 1:25 1:26 1:27 1:27 1:28 1:29 1:29

(a) Ground truth labels (b) Predictions by STUN

Figure 4. Feature visualization on “W2D” of Office-31 dataset
under ODA setting. Black markers represent samples of private
classes, while color markers represent common class samples.

m≤10, signifying that involving more classifiers enhances
generalization ability through a more rigorous score esti-
mation criterion. Conversely, a contrasting pattern is ob-
served when m>10, implying that the estimation criteria be-
come excessively strict, resulting in low confidence scores
of many known samples. We also observed only a marginal
increase in training time on varying m from 1 to 14, high-
lighting the capability of stochastic classifiers to build ro-
bust ensembles without significant training time escalation.

Feature visualization. We employ t-SNE [42] for vi-
sualizing the learned target features together with their ac-
tual labels and our predicted labels. As depicted in Fig. 4,
learned features of samples belonging to private categories
and common categories are well separated and features be-
longing to the same class exhibit compact clustering.

5. Conclusion
This paper proposes a novel framework STUN, which

tackles UniDA problem from a new perspective by treat-
ing classifier weights as a distribution rather than a point
estimate. This enables us to reduce overfitting by leverag-
ing a potentially infinite number of classifiers during train-
ing without significantly increasing model size and training
time. Additionally, we use consistency between these sam-
pled networks to derive robust confidence scores, which al-
lows us to achieve common class alignment via weighted
adversarial learning. Finally, we utilize deep discriminative
clustering framework to derive a loss function for achieving
compact clusters in the target domain. Extensive experi-
ments in open-set and universal DA scenarios across three
benchmark datasets highlight the superiority and robustness
of our framework. Remarkably, STUN significantly outper-
forms existing state-of-the-art by 8.5% on the large-scale
VisDA dataset under the challenging UniDA scenario.
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